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With original essays by leading scholars, this book explores the social history of the medieval eastern Roman Empire and offers
illuminating new insights into our knowledge of Byzantine society. Provides interconnected essays of original scholarship relating
to the social history of the Byzantine empire Offers groundbreaking theoretical and empirical research in the study of Byzantine
society Includes helpful glossaries of sociological/theoretical terms and Byzantine/medieval terms
1946. Contents Part One: Death of the Gods; What Drove the Middle Ages to Despair; The Little Demon of the Hearth and Home;
Temptations; Diabolical Possession; The Pact with Satan; King of the Dead; Prince of Nature; Satan the Healer; Charms and Love
Potions; Communion of Revolt-Witches' Sabbaths-The Black Mass; and Black Mass (continued)-Love and Death-Satan
Disappears. Contents Part Two: The Sorceress in Her Decadence-Satan Multiplied and Vulgarised; Persecutions; A Hundred
Years' Toleration in France; The Basque Witches, 1609; Satan Turns Ecclesiastic, 1610; Gauffridi, 1610; The Nuns of LoudunUrbain Grandier, 1633, 1634; The Nuns of Louviers and Satanic Possession-Madeleine Bavent, 1640-1647; Satan Triumphant in
the Seventeenth Century; Father Girard and Charlotte Cadiere; Charlotte Cadiere at the Convent of Ollioules; and Trial of
Charlotte Cadiere, 1730, 1731.
Il saggio si occupa del delitto di iniuria, la cui individuazione risale all’età più antica della civitas romana e già disciplinato nelle XII
Tavole: se ne analizzano gli sviluppi che dapprima videro l’abbandono della pena del taglione, inizialmente sostituita dalla pactio
la composizione stragiudiziale e poi da una pena pecuniaria, determinata dal giudice, e, con il tempo, una modificazione
nell’ambito di applicazione. In particolare, il pretore fece rientrare nel concetto di iniuria le offese morali, arrecate all’onore e al
decoro della persona, che divennero progressivamente il principale contenuto di questo delitto, accogliendo quella che doveva
essere, molto probabilmente, una elaborazione giurisprudenziale. L’estensione avvenne attraverso l’emanazione di specifici
editti, oggetto principale dell’indagine, che contemplavano singolarmente diverse offese morali ed erano accomunati dal
medesimo rimedio processuale. Si trattava degli editti: De convicio, De adtemptata pudicitia, Ne quid infamandi causa fiat, De
iniuriis quae servis fiunt, De noxali iniuriarum actione, Si ei, qui in alterius potestate erit, iniuria facta esse dicetur, e De contrario
iniuriarum iudicio.

Technological change is ridden with conflicts, bifurcations and unexpected developments. Neurocapitalism takes us on
an extraordinarily original journey through the effects that cutting-edge technology has on cultural, anthropological, socioeconomic and political dynamics. Today, neurocapitalism shapes the technological production of the commons,
transforming them into tools for commercialization, automatic control, and crisis management. But all is not lost: in
highlighting the growing role of General Intellect's autonomous and cooperative production through the development of
the commons and alternative and antagonistic uses of new technologies, Giorgio Griziotti proposes new ideas for the
organization of the multitudes of the new millennium.
http://dx.doi.org/10.12946/gplh6http://www.epubli.de/shop/buch/53894"The spatiotemporal conjunction is a fundamental
aspect of the juridical reflection on the historicity of law. Despite the fact that it seems to represent an issue directly
connected with the question of where legal history is heading today, it still has not been the object of a focused inquiry.
Against this background, the book’s proposal consists in rethinking key confluences related to this problem in order to
provide coordinates for a collective understanding and dialogue. The aim of this volume, however, is not to offer abstract
methodological considerations, but rather to rely both on concrete studies, out of which a reflection on this conjunction
emerges, as well as on the reconstruction of certain research lines featuring a spatiotemporal component. This analytical
approach makes a contribution by providing some suggestions for the employment of space and time as coordinates for
legal history. Indeed, contrary to those historiographical attitudes reflecting a monistic conception of space and time (as
well as a Eurocentric approach), the book emphasises the need for a delocalized global perspective. In general terms,
the essays collected in this book intend to take into account the multiplicity of the spatiotemporal confines, the flexibility of
those instruments that serve to create chronologies and scenarios, as well as certain processes of adaptation of law to
different times and into different spaces. The spatiotemporal dynamism enables historians not only to detect new
perspectives and dimensions in foregone themes, but also to achieve new and compelling interpretations of legal history.
As far as the relationship between space and law is concerned, the book analyses experiences in which space operates
as a determining factor of law, e.g. in terms of a field of action for law. Moreover, it outlines the attempted scales of
spatiality in order to develop legal historical research. With reference to the connection between time and law, the volume
sketches the possibility of considering the factor of time, not just as a descriptive tool, but as an ascriptive moment (quasi
an inner feature) of a legal problem, thus making it possible to appreciate the synchronic aspects of the ‘juridical
experience’. As a whole, the volume aims to present spatiotemporality as a challenge for legal history. Indeed,
reassessing the value of the spatiotemporal coordinates for legal history implies thinking through both the thematic and
methodological boundaries of the discipline."
The power of monarchs has traditionally been as much symbolic as actual, rooted in popular imagery of sovereignty,
divinity, and authority. In Mystifying the Monarch, a distinguished group of contributors explores the changing nature of
that imagery—and its political and social effects—in Europe from the Middle Ages to the present day. They demonstrate
that, rather than a linear progression where perceptions of rulers moved inexorably from the sacred to the banal, in reality
the history of monarchy has been one of constant tension between mystification and demystification.
This book, based on authoritative sources and reports, links environmental communication to different fields of competence:
environment, sustainability, journalism, mass media, architecture, design, art, green and circular economy, public administration,
big event management and legal language. The manual offers a new, scientifically based perspective, and adopts a theoreticalpractical approach, providing readers with qualified best practices, case studies and 22 exclusive interviews with professionals. A
fluent style of writing leads the readers through specific details, enriching their knowledge without being boring. As such it is an
excellent preparatory and interdisciplinary academic tool intended for university students, scholars, professionals, and anyone who
would like to know more on the matter.
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Issu d'un projet de recherche international, cet ouvrage interroge la diversité de la vie culturelle, intellectuelle et scientifique à la
cour des papes à Avignon en privilégiant trois approches : le contenu de la bibliothèque papale, la production des manuscrits et
les débats théologiques qui se déroulèrent à Avignon au 14e siècle.
Figura affascinante del mondo scientifico tedesco, Sombart è ormai da tutti pienamente riconosciuto come uno degli autori classici
del pensiero sociologico. L’autore, in questo trattato, tenta di rispondere alla domanda “Che cos’è l’uomo?”, analizzando gli
elementi fondamentali di cui si compone la cultura umana: l’uomo stesso e la terra su cui egli vive, compiendo un’analisi
trasversale, che attraversa varie discipline. Lo scopo finale è quello di gettare le basi per un nuovo concetto di “antropologia”,
intesa non come “ramo” di una disciplina scientifica, bensì come “scienza dello spirito”.
From 1971 until his death in 1984, Foucault gave public lectures at the world-famous College de France. Attended by thousands, these were
seminal events in the world of French letters. Picador is proud to be publishing the lectures in thirteen volumes. The lectures comprising
Abnormal begin by examining the role of psychiatry in modern criminal justice, and its method of categorizing individuals who "resemble their
crime before they commit it." Building on the themes of societal self-defense in "Society Must Be Defended," Foucault shows how and why
defining "abnormality" and "normality" were preorogatives of power in the nineteenth century. The College de France lectures add
immeasurably to our appreciation of Foucault's work and offer a unique window into his thinking.
The volume describes the frequency, the forms and the functions of different cleft construction types across two language families: the
Romance languages (with discussion of Italian, French and Spanish data) and the Germanic languages (with focus on English, German,
Swiss German and Danish).
Rule of law and constitutionalist ideals are understood by many, if not most, as necessary to create a just political order. Defying the
traditional division between normative and positive theoretical approaches, this book explores how political reality on the one hand, and
constitutional ideals on the other, mutually inform and influence each other. Seventeen chapters from leading international scholars cover a
diverse range of topics and case studies to test the hypothesis that the best normative theories, including those regarding the role of
constitutions, constitutionalism and the rule of law, conceive of the ideal and the real as mutually regulating.
Barbara Spackman here examines the ways in which decadent writers adopted the language of physiological illness and alteration as a figure
for psychic otherness. By means of an ideological and rhetorical analysis of scientific as well as literary texts, she shows how the rhetoric of
sickness provided the male decadent writer with an alibi for the occupation and appropriation of the female body.
The humble loaf serves as a prism through which to study how public market regulation affected private economic life.
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